
Replacing old techniques and equipment 
will raise the yield from Kurdistan’s farms



■



Kurdistan has a range of initiatives in place 
to optimise the Region’s agricultural sector



■

There is no shortage of 
water for crops in Kurdistan



Kurdistan aims to offer the best possible healthcare within its budget



■

Erbil HospitalHealthcare is split between the private and public sectors





■



Reliable, high-speed internet connectivity is one of 
the targets of the Region’s investment in universities



■



Traditional aspects of Kurdish culture 
coexist alongside modern forms of 
artistic expression and entertainment



■

The Region’s burgeoning media 
sector produces a wide variety of 
Kurdish-language publications



With the majority of the population being  
Muslim, mosques are a frequently seen 
feature of Kurdistan’s landscape



■

Yezidis from all over the 
region gather and picnic 
around the Lalish temples



Babel Tours  

www.babel-tours.com



The splendid mountain 
scenery at Rwanduz



SPONSORED FEATURE

Terre Entière, Paris
Cultural and spiritual tours
Phone: +33 (0) 1 44 39 03 03
www.terreentiere.com

Babel Tours, Erbil
Subsidiary of Terre Entière in Iraq
Phone : + 964 (0) 750 719 68 01
www.babel-tours.com

Kurdish identity and culture close up

Tours to Kurdistan
Kurdistan is a door to various countries, 
nationalities and cultures. It borders Turkey, 
Syria, Iran and Iraq. 

Its religious population is diverse. While 
the main religion is Islam, Christianity and 
Yezidism are important, too. Assyrian and 
Chaldean Christians make up a large minority, 
not least because here lies the home of the 
origins of Christianity. There is also a small 
group of Kurdish Jews living in the province. 
The different religious communities live 
together in peace.

With their own geographic and spiritual 
home, Kurds are now working hard to 
preserve their culture and share what their 
province has to offer with visitors.

What does Kurdistan have to offer? 
Geologically, the province has much to offer. 
Southern Iraq and Mesopotamia consist 
of a fl at desert, but Kurdistan has not only 
deserts, but also 2,000m-high mountains. 

Visitors can pass from one type of scenery to 
another in just a day. 

Kurdistan is largely mountainous. The 
highest point, at 3,611m, is known as Cheekah 
Dar (black tent). These mountains are part of 
the Zagros range, which continues on into Iran. 
There are also many rivers fl owing through 
them, including the Zab, which fl ows from the 
east to the west, and the Tigris, which runs 
through Kurdistan from Turkey and on to Iraq.

Spectacular tours
Visitors to the province enjoy a mix of culture, 
religion and scenery. An eight-day tour from 
Terre Entière, the Kurdistan tour specialists 
with its subsidiary Babel Tours, provides a rich 
variety in what is a very human experience.

You will discover landscapes of breathtaking 
beauty, from the deserts in the south to the 
mountains in the north and east. You will 
see the Kurdish identity and culture close 
up – and learn of the often painful and tragic 
history of a people that has withstood repeated 

repression. You will encounter the minorities 
who inhabit these lands and who form part of 
a magnifi cent human tapestry. 

More than 4,000 years ago, Assyria began 
a process that was to leave its imprint on the 
Middle East as a whole. Fourteen centuries 
later, Medes, Babylonians and Scythians 
opened a new chapter. During the tour, you will 
follow in the traces of a forgotten history and 
discover the signs of a cultural renaissance.

About Iraqi Kurdistan
By the end of the fi rst Gulf War, the Allies had 
established a haven in northern Iraq. After the 
withdrawal of Iraqi forces from three northern 
provinces, Kurdistan emerged in 1992 as 
an autonomous province with its own local 
government and parliament. It has since 
gained offi cial recognition internationally as 
an autonomous federal entity.



■

Visitors can enter the picturesque 
Kurdistan Region via road






